Medical Electric Saw/Drill
Operating Instruction

Foreword

This manual contains important contents that must be understood
for safe and correct use of the product.
The instruction manual is part of the product. Therefore, this manual

The product must be operated by a person with relevant training,

This manual shall be passed on to subsequent owners or users of
This product is safe and reliable for using, except for the risks arising

Therefore, please follow strictly the following rules to avoid
The product must be operated by professionals.

Please put the manual in a proper position for reference.
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1.Product information

Product name: Medical Electric Saw Drill

Product Model No.：Multifunctional Drill Saw System、Drill、Saw

2. Main Technical Specification

The performance parameters

Main performance parameters:
Rotation speed or frequency of electric saws and drills
when no load is applied:
1 2000r /min≥ 120r/min
2. 18000 times/min ≥ saws ≥6000 times/min;
3. Output power: ≥50W;
4. Temperature rise: the temperature rise of the shell is no
more than 40°C after 5min of noload operation;
5. Noload noise: drilling and milling components
≤75dB(A), saw components ≤75dB(A);
6. The blades of electric saws and drills shall undergo
heat treatment with a hardness not less than 30HRC
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3.Structure

This product is mainly composed of main engine, drill assembly, saw assembly, accessories,
battery and charger

Multifunctional Drill Saw System、Drill、Saw
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Drill
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Saw

4.Scope of application

Applied in bone drilling and cutting in orthopedic surgeries.

5.Contraindications, precautions, warnings and
suggestive instructions
5.1.Contraindications
No
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5.2.Precautions

A. Check the radial run out of the drill bit before use.The drill bit with
a large radial run out can not be used.According to the
conventional surgical method,the drilled object should be fixed
during drilling,it must not be loose.
B. The drill bit must be firm lt fixed.The drill bit must be locked with
a chuck key to prevent accidents.The product and its accessories
should be placed in a dry place to prevent the rust from affecting
the device.
C. The battery contained in this product must not be autoclaved and
placed in the machine for a long time.The battery should be
removed after the operation is completed.If there is a power
outage during the operation(The handpiece doesn't work),it
should be replaced with backup battery immediately.
D. If there is abnormal sound during the use of the machine,stop
using it immediately. Please contact the manufacturer or
distributor immediately and return the machine to the
manufacturer for repair..

5.3.Warnings and suggestive instructions

Medical electric saw and drill are classified according to click protection,
the motor belongs to internal power supply type B equipment, and the
charger belongs to Ⅱ class B ordinary equipment;
The equipment shall not be used in the presence of a mixture of flammable
anesthetic gas or a mixture of oxidized subcarbon;
Sterilization must be carried out before use.
Supplementary external mark：
Work schedule: short time operation，
each startup time shall not exceed 5min.
Marking pattern description:
Ⅱ such equipment；
Type B equipment；
Steering Mark：F forward; R inversion; S stop

Battery cover marking：

Unlock；

Locking

Recycling mark after the end of the life of electronic products：
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6.Installation and disassembly

This product is special medical equipment, the installation and disassembly
of this product must be with the corresponding technology or the appropriate
professional training of medical staff.

6.1.Installation and removal of drill bits

Chuck

Drill bit

Key

1.Loosen the chuck by turning
counterclockwise with the chuck
key;
2.Insert the prepared drill bit into
the threejaw hole;
3.Turn the chuck key clockwise and
tighten it vigorously;
4.If not, the drill bit can be removed.

6.2.Installation and removal of oscillating saw blade
Compressive bar

Saw blade
A knob

1.Turn the knob counterclockwise
to lift the pressure bar;
2.Insert the saw blade into the
interface along the guiding direction
Seven holes are aligned with the
product's seven boss, gently down
Pressure, so that the product boss
through the saw blade hole;
3.Turn the knob clockwise and pull
down the pressure bar Locking
saw blade;
4.If not, remove the saw blade.
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6.3.Installation and removal of sternal saw/reciprocating saw blade
Fender bracket

Saw blade knob
Knob

Saw blade
Limit screw
Saw blade knob
Saw blade

1.Hold the knob with one hand, apply force
to the limit screw, and rotate the knob;
2.Pull the protective rack with the other
hand, and the protective rack can be
removed;
3.Rotate the saw blade knob;
4.Aim the saw blade at the installation slot,
loosen the saw blade knob, and the saw
blade is installed Install is complete;
5.Repeat the operation with serial number 1,
insert the protection frame into the slot;
6.Release the knob, the protection frame is
fixed, and the installation is completed;
7.If not, remove the saw blade.

6.4.Installation and removal of cranial milling cutter
Connecting pipe
Fender bracket

Expansion sets

Connecting pipe
Milling cutter

1.Rotate the protective frame clockwise to
lower the protective frame;
2.Pull the telescopic sleeve back;
3.sert the milling cutter into the socket,
loosen the expansion sleeve, and make
the milling cutter stuck in the slot;
4.The installation is completed when the
protective frame is tightened
counterclockwise;
5.Remove if not
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6.5.Installation and removal of TPLO saw blade
Internal hexagonal
wrench

Saw blade

Internal hexagon
screw

Connector

1.Loosen the Internal hexagon screw with
Internal hexagonal wrench;
2. Insert the triangular flat position of the
saw blade into the triangular hole of the
main machine interface;
3.Tighten the Internal hexagon screw with
the internal hexagonal wrench, and the
installation is completed;
4.Removable if not

6.6.Installation and removal of saw assembly/drill assembly
Type A

Attachment

Expansion sets
Handpiece

Type B

Attachment
Knob

1.Press down the telescopic sleeve on the
main engine;
2.Align the installation position of components
to the host interface, paying attention to the
phase position;
3.After insertion, loosen the telescopic sleeve,
jam the components, and the installation is
completed;
4.Reverse detachable components.
1.Turn the knob on the main machine
2.Align the installation position of components
to the host interface, paying attention to the
phase position;
3.Release the knob after insertion to jam the
components, and the installation is completed;
4.Reverse detachable components.
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7.Operating instructions

This product must be disinfected before use, before using this product after

disinfection for commissioning, commissioning method is: for the host to

join the corresponding battery, gently press the trigger, motor should rotate

and positive &negative switching switch, motor due to the action, or that the

host has a problem, so please stop using immediately, and immediately and

contact the manufacturer or distributor, to send product back to the

manufacturer for maintenance.

7.1.Battery charging
Charger

Battery

Chargebase

1.Connect the charger plug to the power
supply, the blue green light flashing
alternately means that the selfexamination
is qualified and enters the standby state;
2.Insert the battery into the charging seat,
the blue light Changliang indicates that it is
charging, the green light indicates that the
electricity is full, and the blue light flicker
indicates that there is an error.

7.2.Opening and closing of the bottom cover
Bottom cover switch
Botton cover

Guarded switch

Type A

1.Push the safety switch to
when
opening the bottom cover;
2.Push and press the bottom cover switch
to open the bottom cover;cars only
3.Push the safety switch to
when closing
the bottom cover;
4.Press the bottom cover to the handle
cover and hear the "click" sound
5.Push the safety switch to again
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Bottom cover
rotary knob

1.When opening the bottom cover, select
the knob to the
to open the bottom
cover;
2.When closing the bottom cover, close
the bottom cover and rotate the knob to
the

Type B

Bottom cover

7.3.Battery installation
Battery
Disinfection
channel
Hand shank

Type A

Battery
Disinfection
channel
Hand shank

Type B

1.The battery should not be in direct contact
with the handpiece to prevent pollution.
2.When installing the battery, the sterilizing
channel shall be installed on the handle
first, and the battery shall be installed into
the battery bin through the sterilizing
channel. Press it in place, close the bottom
cover, and press the block to lock the
bottom cover.
1.The battery should not be in direct contact
with the handpiece to prevent pollution.
2.When installing the battery, the sterilizing
channel shall be installed on the handle
first, and the battery shall be installed into
the battery bin through the sterilizing
channel. Press it in place, close the bottom
cover, and press the block to lock the
bottom cover.
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7.4.Positive and negative rotation operation
F

S

R

Reversing
switch

1.When forward rotation is required, rotate the
mark of the knob to the corresponding R mark;
2.When inversion is needed, use the same method
to rotate the mark to F mark;
3.Rotate the mark to the stop state at S.

7.5.Trigger operation

Trigger

Rotation speed adjustment is linear, and depends
on the trigger to achieve, the first time you should
touch the trigger until the start, and then slowly
press until the maximum speed.Quick release
trigger can trigger the emergency stop function.

8.Maintenance and upkeep
This product is maintenance free.It contains no parts that
require maintenance by users or manufacturers.However,
manufacturers recommend that product functionality and safety
be regularly checked by a professional, or hospital technician.
It must be checked and recorded before each operation,
analyzed and evaluated in time to ensure the product is in good
condition and ensure the quality of use.
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9.Cleaning and sanitizing
A. cleaning: the protection during cleaning after use is the
same as that during disinfection. The shell of the host
machine can be cleaned with gauze soaked in water or
wiped with alcohol for collection.
B. Disinfection: after disinfection and sterilization according
to hospital regulations, it can only be used after inspection.
Recommended disinfection method of handpiece：
Disinfection
method

Wet and heat
sterilization

Scope of
application
High temperaSterilization conditions are
ture resistant,
generally 121°CX15min,
wet and humid
121oCX30min,or116°CX40
products
min
sterilization
Operating conditions and
environment

Commitment：

limitations

1.High temperature
2. High humidity
3. It is easy to grow
bacteria again after
the product is wet

A) there are no parts that can be disassembled and repaired by
nonprofessionals. In case of failure, please contact the
aftersales service department of the company.
B) if you need technical information about this medical electric
drill, please write to us for request.
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10.Transport and storage conditions
Transport and
storage conditions

Ambient temperature range
Relative humidity range
Atmospheric pressure range
Ambient temperature range
Relative humidity range

Equipment
operating
conditions

Atmospheric pressure range
Charger power supply

Main power supply (DC)

Note: bone tissue operation equipment is powered by YY 09042013 battery
Production date: see product certificate

11.Accessories list

According to the customer requirements of the product model
configuration customers need products and standard product accessories,
such as saw blades, drills, disinfection channels, drill chuck key, etc.
No.

Name

Handpiece

Accessories list

Specifications

Battery

Quantity

According to customer needs

1

According to handpiece model

2

Charge

Charging base

1
1

Instruction book
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Note

1

According to handpiece model
According to handpiece model

Electronic edition

